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Information Extraction: Algorithms and Prospects in a Retrieval Context (The Information Retrieval Series)Springer, 2006
Information extraction regards the processes of structuring and combining content that is explicitly stated or implied in one or multiple unstructured information sources. It involves a semantic classification and linking of certain pieces of information and is considered as a light form of content understanding by the machine. Currently, there is...
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Affect and Emotion in Human-Computer Interaction: From Theory to Applications (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
Affect and emotion play an important role in our everyday lives: They are present whatever we do, wherever we are, and wherever we go, without us being aware of them for much of the time. When it comes to interaction, be it with humans, technology, or humans via technology, we suddenly become more aware of emotion, either by seeing the...
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Excel 2003 Just the Steps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Easy steps for creating spreadsheets you can really use
    

    Simple steps...    

    ...for great results    

    Use AutoOutline      

	Choose Data Group and Outline AutoOutline. Figure 11-9 illustrates a worksheet with outline...
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Joomla! 1.5x Customization: Make Your Site Adapt to Your NeedsPackt Publishing, 2009
Setting up a basic Joomla! Web site is easy; what comes next is hard and expensive - making the site do exactly what and look exactly how you want. With this book in hand, it is easy to adapt your site to bring your vision fully to life.

This book will help you to separate your site from the crowd of other Joomla! sites without having to...
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How to Buy a House with No (or Little) Money Down, 3rd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The Ultimate guide to finding and financing a home
Almost everyone aspires to owning a home, but the reality of coming up with a large enough down payment often stands in the way of making that dream come true. No longer! How to Buy a House with No (or Little) Money Down has helped tens of thousands become homeowners, and now it's your turn!...
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Ubiquitous Computing FundamentalsCRC Press, 2009
…a must-read text that provides a historical lens to see how ubicomp has matured into a multidisciplinary endeavor. It will be an essential reference to researchers and those who want to learn more about this evolving field.

-From the Foreword, Professor Gregory D. Abowd, Georgia Institute of Technology
...
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Building iPhone Apps with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript: Making App Store Apps Without Objective-C or CocoaO'Reilly, 2010

What people are saying about Building iPhone Apps w/ HTML, CSS, and JavaScript

"The future of mobile development is clearly web technologies like CSS, HTML and JavaScript. Jonathan Stark shows you how to leverage your existing web development skills to build native iPhone applications using these...
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EMI Protection for Communication SystemsArtech House Publishers, 2009

	In recent years, the protection of communication services operating in the same of adjacent channels has become more and more challenging. Communication systems need to be protected from natural and man-made interference. This practical reference provides a through understanding of how to protect communication systems from intentional and...
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The Facebook Era: Tapping Online Social Networks to Build Better Products, Reach New Audiences, and Sell More StuffPrentice Hall, 2009

	“People in all demographics and regions of the world are more connected than ever before to the products, issues, places, and individuals in their lives. This book recognizes that we’ve come to a place where people can represent their real identity--both personal and professional--and use the social filters...
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ASP.NET jQuery CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The jQuery library has become increasingly popular with web application developers because of its simplicity and ease of use. The library is supported by an active community of developers and has grown significantly over the years after its inception in 2006 by John Resig. Using this library eases complicated tasks and adds to the interactive...
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Android Apps with EclipseApress, 2012


	Android is one of the major players in the mobile phone market, and its market share is

	continuously growing. Android is the first complete, open, and free mobile platform, and it offers

	endless opportunities for mobile application developers. As with all other platforms, having a

	robust and flexible development environment is the...
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Simple Steps to Data Encryption: A Practical Guide to Secure ComputingSyngress Publishing, 2013

	Everyone wants privacy and security online, something that most computer users have more or less given up on as far as their personal data is concerned. There is no shortage of good encryption software, and no shortage of books, articles and essays that purport to be about how to use it. Yet there is precious little for ordinary users who...
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